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Please join faculty and staff at the University of Maryland School of 

Pharmacy in congratulating the members of our MS in PSC Class of 

2021. 
These individuals now possess the advanced education and cutting-edge training needed to 

succeed in high-level research and leadership positions in pharmaceutical and biotechnology 

companies, and in the federal government. 

PLEASE NOTE: The information provided below was self-submitted by members of the Class 

of 2021. The School of Pharmacy has made every effort to provide a complete and accurate 

listing of Class of 2021 spring graduates and their awards and honors. If we have made an error 

or omission, please accept our sincere apology and contact the Office of Communications and 

Marketing at marketing@rx.umaryland.edu so that we may correct this website. 

 

MEET THE GRADUATES 
 

 

 

BHAVYA BHARDWAJ 

Master of Science 

 

 

 

 

 

KOMAL KOTHARI 

Master of Science 
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MANALI NAGARHALLI 

Master of Science 

 

 

 

 

 

KHADY OUATTARA 

Master of Science 

 

Note of Thanks: I would like to thank everyone at the School of Pharmacy,  

most notably Kristina San Juan and Drs. Sarah Michel and Mandy Oglesby,  

for all of their help during the completion of my master's degree and beyond.  

I would also like to thank my cohort for making my time at the Shady Grove  

campus so enjoyable. 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAITALI SHAH 

Master of Science 

 

 

 

 

 

JUN SHANG 

Master of Science 

 

"Stay foolish, stay hungry." 

 

Favorite Memory: Making many new friends. 

 

Note of Thanks: Thank you to everyone who helped me during my master's  

degree studies. 

 

Post-Graduation Plans: Finding a new job! 

 



 

 

 

 

YILIN WANG 

Master of Science 

 

"There's no routine cancer." 

 

Favorite Memory: I am one of the first students to enroll in the MS in PSC  

program at the School of Pharmacy. We six girls were just like a family,  

tightly bonded. We brought food to each other, exchanged gifts on Christmas,  

shared funny stories, and supported each other. I once forgot to bring my key  

when I traveled back to Maryland, and I stayed at one of my classmate's  

apartment. Even though we haven’t seen each other due to the pandemic,  

we love our small family class. 

 

Note of Thanks: I want to thank my classmates Khady, Bahavya, Manali,  

Komal, and Chaitali. I also want to thank our professors, and of course,  

Kristina. She helped us a lot! And my boyfriend, who stayed with me for  

almost one year during the pandemic quarantine. I also appreciate my  

parents, as they sent me many face masks from China last year. 

 

Post-Graduation Plans: I'm now working in a medical science institute in  

China and studying RNA-related research. I want to continue my academic  

path to a doctoral degree in the next few years, and hopefully, make some  

contributions to advance research on human diseases. 

 


